
Call: 207-922-2277

2022 NISSAN ROGUE SPORT IN BANGOR, ME $24995.00

44 GRIFFIN RD BANGOR ME,

Scan QR Code or Click Here

VIN: JN1BJ1AW1NW476795 COLOR: GLACIER WHITE
STK#: B904039A MILEAGE: 23437
EXTERIOR COLOR: GLACIER WHITE INTERIOR COLOR: CHARCOAL
DRIVETRAIN: NOT SPECIFIED TRANSMISSION: CVT
TRIM: S ENGINE: 4 CYLINDER ENGINE

CONDITION: USED MPG CITY: 24

DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS: This Glacier White 2022 Nissan Rogue Sport S would be a great choice for your next vehicle! nnnnComfort•
Manual telescopic steering wheel - Easy to fit in. The most comfortable position for your steering wheel while you drive can mean having to
squeeze past it to get in and out of the vehicle. With the manual telescopic steering wheel, you can find the perfect position for all
situations.• Cloth upholstery is comfortable in all seasons.• Manual air conditioning - beat the heat. Take the edge off sweltering weather
with manual climate controls. You can set the mode, temperature and speed of the fan so you can be comfortable on your drive no matter
the temperature outside. Keep it cool with manual air conditioning.• 6-way driver seat - It doesn't matter how long your drive is; if you
aren't comfortable while you're behind the wheel, every trip feels like a chore. With a 6-way driver seat, finding the perfect position is easy,
so you can sit back, (or up, or a little forward), relax and enjoy the journey. nnTo be sure you don't miss out, give us a call at 207-922-2277
and schedule a test drive. We have 2 locations - 44 Griffin Rd. in Bangor, and 39 Downeast Highway in Ellsworth. Call to verify vehicle's
location.nnLinnehan's Right Way Auto - home of the 6 month 6 000 mile warranty and no Doc Fees ever! Right Way Auto has 100's of
reviews on Facebook and Google with a 4.9 Star Average! DISCLAIMER: Vehicle may or may not have all of the computer generated
equipment/options listed. The system lists all options commonly available within that package but this does not mean this vehicle necessarily
is equipped with all of them. Please verify desired options prior to purchase.
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